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About This Game

Snail Trek - Chapter 2: A Snail Of Two Worlds is the second in a series of "20 minute adventures" where you take on the
role of a crew of snails on a journey to a new home world.

In the style of the early Sierra Online adventure games, Snail Trek has colorful EGA-ish graphics and a text parser interface.
Relive the nostalgia in these bite-sized adventures - but without all the pain. Autosaves, a text parser with auto-suggest, and

puzzles with no dead ends, all combine to bring this old genre into the modern era.

In Chapter 2, you are fighting for your survival on an alien world. With the odds against you and your crew, will you be able to
use your wit and grit to persevere and find safety? And will you solve the mysteries behind your predicament and what it means

for your civilization?

Key Features

 Switchable characters (new for chapter 2!) - solve puzzles by having the snails work together.

 Autosaves - no need to save every few minutes (though you still can if you want).

 A text parser with both auto-suggest and auto-correct - fat finger your way to puzzle glory (but you can turn them off if
you want to suffer more greatly).
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 A text parser that understands what objects are in front of you, so you can be lazy and just type things like 'get' or 'look'.

 CRT emulation mode that gives those pixels an ever-so-slightly fuzzy look.

 A stereophonic score.

 Cute snails.

 Deaths (but hey, autosaves).

 No dead ends! Puzzle your way around with impunity!

 Widescreen aspect ratio, since monitors are more rectangular now.
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Title: Snail Trek - Chapter 2: A Snail Of Two Worlds
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Phil Fortier
Publisher:
Phil Fortier
Franchise:
Snail Trek
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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I love splinter cell series and yeah this one is the best, blacklist is awesome but the story is deeper in this one

gameplay wise, blacklist win. 2 euro for a swimsuit pack? Come on? You think we guys would totally buy this cuz this pack
shows some skin?
Sorry but i... *

.....

...

..

.

Compa Swimsuit Set.... Compa.... Swimsuit.... Set.....

*Breathing intensified*

*softly strokes the screen* For so long.. Compa... i have waited, sooo long.
Game, after game, after game. I have waited. My precious.

  Buy this. 10\/10. This game is so funny!. Really liked the story and the choices. Played once as a good guy and my last
playthrough as an evil kill-everything mage.. Very fun game to play with the family(or friends).

Controls and the camera are a bit tricky to master but thats my only downside.

(I reccomend using a controller). Really good point and click game, lasted for hours, and hours. Nice graphics, reasonable story,
good ending.
. Great game! Remastered graphics are good. Lots of nostalgia.
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Do NOT play this game. It will drain your life away. I dream every night of jewels. I am doomed, but you must run. Fly, before
it steals you too.. Pro MLG game helped me perform better at 1v1 quick scope no scope games on COD!. Nice and simple
Picross. At first I wasn't sure I'd be happy that the puzzles are randomly generated since I like having a picture to look at when
I'm done. However, I've since realized that it really makes no difference to me. I enjoy these just as much!

The UI is great and works just as well as the old Nintendo DS Picross game I love so much, which is excellent because all of the
Picross websites I've tried are terrible. The developer seems very responsive and interested in getting things fixed quickly and
enhancing the game in the future.. Poorly translated "tutorial": Check
Random extreme lag spikes/FPS drops: Check
Extremely sluggish controls: Check
European server only: Check
♥♥♥♥♥♥ Russian game confirmed.. Repetative and boring but worth playing. It's not a masteriece but ok for a 4 hours play to
100%.. It's not a deep game, and it has some flaws. But overall I found it fun.
Like many, I see similarities to the board game 'Hero Quest' -- though it's a bit simpler than that even.
Move around a 2D tile map with 1-3 characters -- basically fighter, rogue, wizard -- fighting various critters, collecting loot,
looking out for traps.

Especially if you are into game design, there's a lot to see here -- good and bad.
Good: simple point and click gameplay, and some neat, easy to use mechanics. Nostalgia, if you played similar board games.
Bad: A (near as I can tell) random "skull of fate" that, most often, costs you health or moves, very (very, very) rarely giving a
benefit (point of health). There's not enough explanation of a lot of the gameplay, nor enough content to last more than a few
hours. And one thing I'd change -- your movement\/attack for the turn on each character is a single click -- no moving cautiously
one square at a time or moving the path\/distance you want before an attack.

Overall, though, I'd say give it a go -- especially if you can get it on sale.. honestly, starting out in this game is a lot smoother
than starting out in scholar of the first sin, but once you reach mid game you'll start to see the really unfair and\/or illogical
enemy placements in this game. its not bad but, i recommend you buy scholar of the first sin for a much better experience of an
already hard game.. Lag is Terrible. Im usually put off my games made on the unity engine. But this is one of a kind. it has a
cool feature for when you sprint, you can see condensation on the mask. It really is a creepy game and gives you the sense that
something serious happened here, and that you are not alone.. This game changed my life. This is a must have game. Doggy
deppression/10.
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